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Nero 9 Free is a lightweight version of Nero Burning ROM. Nero Burning ROM is a desktop software that
is typically used to burn audio CDs and, DVD. While new to Windows users and it might be overwhelming,
Nero Burning ROM has a user-friendly interface. It also has an extensive configuration and features a total
of 27 burning options. If you have burned discs in the past using Nero Burning ROM, you already know how
to use this software. In general, Nero Burning ROM is among the most popular choices to create audio CDs
and DVDs. Therefore, in this review, we will demonstrate how to burn audio CDs and DVDs. It also offers
many cool features like the capability to transfer MP3 files to the discs. In addition, with Nero Burning
ROM, you can compress videos on CD and DVD and it is possible to burn audiobooks to discs as well. Main
Features Of Nero Burning ROM: Automatically burn MPEG, MP3, WMA, AVI, MKV, MOV, VOB, 3GP,
M4V and common codecs to CD or DVD. Burn MP3, WMA, AVI, MOV, MKV, 3GP, VOB, M4V and
commonly used codecs to CD or DVD. A highly efficient, yet free, audio CD and DVD burning software.
Burn up to 16 CD/DVD tracks or to 20 hours of music. Choose your language on the CD (4 different
languages include English, German, Spanish and French.) Transparent background is supported. Create
music CD with ID3v1 or ID3v2 tags. Create a DJ-style CD collection by including song titles. Ability to
import and record audio for music CD. Access to Nero Playlist Manager which can organize, play and
create playlists of audio CDs. Import and export WAV, MP3 and AAC files. Multiple language support
including English, German, Spanish and French. Play back music and photos on CD and DVD. Burn music
video to DVD with video playback. Mastered audio CDs with high-quality settings. Burn audio or music
CDs for more than 12 hours. Quickly burn music videos and movies to DVD. Burn videos to DVD with
advanced features such as Picture-In-Picture. Customize the disc design with templates. Burn multiple video
files for a movie DVD. Burn audio CDs at up to 74 MB/second. Burn audio, music and
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* Full-featured CD/DVD burning program which allows you to create beautiful CDs and DVDs from any
media, with high-speed burning, and burning of ISO images without copying them. * Create multi-session
discs - make the most of the user-friendly interface: create a session - your disc will be burned the way you
want it. And, if you want to burn a new DVD image using the disc you have just created, complete the
session. This is the perfect way to make a personalized collection of data. * Create discs within a session -
set up the session - and then burn each session on discs and on a CD - creates discs from sessions. * Multi-
layer discs - with Nero Burning ROM, you can create discs with up to 100 layers; from 50GB discs to 35
millionth." Nero 9 Standard Version: NERO9 Standard File Name:Nero 10.3.4.4026 Size: 4,8 Gb
Installation time: 2 min RATING 84% VERDICT Nero 9 can be considered as a standard edition of Nero,
although compared to the paid-for edition, this one comes free, and it is less responsive. The basic disc
writing features of the standard edition are not very different from Nero 9 Pro, although the basic disc
edition lacks a few of the applications that are in the more expensive edition. For example, the DVD
authoring applications are not included. With this package, you have the ability to create data CDs and
DVDs in two ways: you can burn multiple files to create one multi-session disc and you can create one disc
which contains one session from a number of data files. The disc creation process is carried out with a
program that is less graphic-intensive, and runs more smoothly than in the more expensive versions of Nero.
Like other free editions of Nero, the setup of the standard version can take a bit of time. When the disc
burning programme has successfully completed, the disc is created in a standard file format, which can be
read by many different types of DVD players. Ad-riddled setup and familiar interface Installation is not that
difficult, however you have to be extra careful and pay attention at the third-party products included in the
package. Also, please note that the setup will take a while until it successfully copies and installs the files on
your computer. If you used Nero in the 09e8f5149f
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WRITE WITH DYNAMICS – The full functionality of the award-winning Nero burning software is now
included in the free edition of Nero 9! This allows you to create CD/DVD discs and DVD folder images and
burn audio and data files from your computer. The easiest way to create CDs/DVDs! SUPER FAST
BURNING - Faster burning: The new Reliable Disc Burner technology ensures an outstanding speed of up
to 24x the speed of previous versions. Don’t stress about your discs anymore – Nero 9 provides faster
writing and reliable performance. NEW! INCREASED COMPRESSION – Nero 9's highly-efficient new
RIP (Read Interface Processor) offers an improved compression ratio. With the improved audio CD ripping
functionality (included with the free edition) you can convert recordings in CD format and extract the
original audio information - so your audio CDs are ready to be played and enjoyed! FAST AND EASY
CD/DVD BACKUPS – Keep your backups safe with Nero 9's easy to use data backup and recovery
technology. Automatically backup your files - quickly and easily! Nero 9 Premium Performer – Packs in
more features Nero 9 performs like a true contender in the burning arena. There are so many amazing
features packed into this final version that our best version of Nero at the time - version 8 is still holding
strong as the standard be-all-and-all. We're proud that this release of Nero 9 Pro exceeds the functionality of
earlier editions of the software in ways both old and new. Data burning with PurePath – No more slow
rip/burn This is the big one. At long last, Nero can rip and convert any audio CD to pure digital audio.
Because most of the audio on CDs is encoded as PCM (pulse code modulation) PCM files, Nero 9 will
automatically perform the conversion to WAV files in one of several different protocols - including pure
digital audio. Mapping all those files to disc is going to be a lot easier than it was with Nero 8 when you
started. New compress better and faster Nero 9 adds more compressions levels than any previous version of
the program. With support for MP3, ZIP, ARFC, OGG, WAV, WMA, MIDI, FLAC, and more, this new
version of Nero has an internal compressor that runs much faster than previous editions. It also has a
recently-added feature for ripping CD-Audio

What's New In Nero 9 Free?

Extras by default, but plenty of tweaks to get you the best performance out of your discs. 2-Step Manual
Burning procedure. Nero Easy Burn from the Command line Nero set up utility. Windows Media Player
Plus format decoder (Windows XP only). Modify the Explorer shell to create your own custom search bar
and drag and drop searches (Windows XP only). Since its first release, Nero 9 Free has been very popular
among users because of its performance, ease of use and stability. Also, it offers an outstanding result with
multimedia creation and burning tasks. This robust brand will allow you to create or edit existing discs, as
well as burn CDs and DVDs. Three Steps to Basic Disc Burning: Step 1: Select the type of disc you need to
burn. Step 2: Insert the CD or DVD into the appropriate drive. Step 3: Select the file type you want to burn,
and then click the burn button. This is Nero 9 Free's simplified disc burning process. It will only take you
three simple steps to create a disc. However, because of the convenience of Nero 9 Free and its improved
functionality you will also get a number of tools by default. This simple program gives you the desired result
without manual adjustments. In this edition you can use the following functions: Nero 9 Free is capable of
burning data, audio and video discs. Here's what you can do: Nero 9 Free helps you burn audio CD's, audio
and video discs, as well as DVD-R, DVD-RW, DVD+R and DVD+RW discs. Step by Step Nero Setup: Step
1: Download the Nero 9 Free program. Step 2: Install Nero 9 Free. Step 3: Start Nero 9 Free. Step by Step
Nero Setup: Download the program from the official website. Install the program, you will be prompted to
accept the End User License Agreement and then select a folder to install it to. Start the program. Highlight
the main tab and open it. You will be greeted with the help/FAQ feature. Here you can view instructions,
troubleshoot issues and run the Nero Setup utility. At the bottom of the main tab there's the status bar.
Here's what you can do next. Highlight one of the tabs to view additional options. The default tabs to view
are to the right of the main tab.
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System Requirements:

Minimum specs: OS: Windows 7 64bit / Windows 8 64bit / Windows 10 64bit CPU: Intel Core i5 6600K /
AMD Phenom II X4 945 RAM: 8 GB (8 GB recommended for VR games) Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 970
(12 GB RAM recommended) DirectX: Version 11 Hard disk space: 50 GB Networking: Broadband Internet
connection Additional hardware recommended: Headset compatible with Oculus Rift Headset compatible
with HTC Vive Disclaimer
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